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Free webinar: Achieving vehicle efficiency
through the connected electronic horizon
In a free one-hour webinar to be hosted at 15.00 BST (10.00 EST
/ 16.00 CET) on 21 September, Ricardo will present its
perspective on how connected electronic horizon technology
can improve energy efficiency, while also enabling both
enhanced assistive controls for greater passenger comfort, and
smart planning for zero emissions in urban areas
The increasing availability of connected electronic horizon technologies offers
automakers, tier 1 system developers and urban traffic management authorities the
opportunity to significantly enhance the efficiency of new vehicles, while also improving
urban air quality.
In this free 60-minute Automotive World webinar, Ricardo’s Kenan Mustafa and
Tomasz Larkowski will present test results of Ricardo’s latest demonstrator vehicle,
ConnectHEV, which utilizes connected electronic horizon technology for onboard
energy efficiency improvement, while also providing enhanced assistive controls for
greater occupant comfort. Crucially, they will also set out how the technology can
enable smart planning for zero emissions in geofenced urban areas.
The webinar will focus on the technologies demonstrated in ConnectHEV, including the
powertrain and holistic thermal system management optimization, and how these

benefit consumers. The presenters will also outline the intelligent use of connected
controls, and how the company can work with partners to deliver the full benefits of
connected electronic horizon technologies in future vehicles.

To register for this free webinar visit: https://mobex.io/webinars/connected-electronichorizon-how-to-achieve-vehicle-efficiency-benefits-now/

For more information on the ConnectHEV demonstrator vehicle and the technologies
used in its development, visit: https://ricardo.com/connecthev
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NOTES TO EDITORS:
Ricardo plc is a global, world-class, multi-industry consultancy for engineering, technology,
project innovation and strategy. Our people are committed to providing outstanding value
through quality engineering solutions focused on high efficiency, low emission, class-leading
product innovation and robust strategic implementation. With a century of delivering
excellence and value through technology, our client list includes the world's major
transportation original equipment manufacturers, supply chain organizations, energy
companies, financial institutions and governments. Guided by our corporate values of respect,
integrity, creativity & innovation and passion, we enable our customers to achieve sustainable
growth and commercial success. Ricardo is listed in the FTSE4Good Index, which identifies
global companies that demonstrate strong environmental, social and governance (ESG)
practices. For more information, visit www.ricardo.com.
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